
K Model Response December K  EOY Response

 Lakeside School has rules for two good reasons.

Keep your hands !
to yourself.

Whisper.

Do YOUR best.

K  EOY Goal

Rules keep kids safe.

Rules help kids learn.

Keep your shoes 
tied.

so/kids don’t fall

so kids can hear the a-b-c song

Do NOT speak 
when the teacher 
is speaking.

Lakeside School’s rules are very important.

ANIMAL DEFENSES
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A squishy octopus makes an easy meal for creatures such as seals, sharks, dolphins, and moray 
eels. So if you happen to be an octopus it pays to stay out of view. Hiding in a hole may be the 
best defense. But an octopus can hide in plain sight, too. In the blink of an eye, it can change 
color to match its surroundings. How? By muscle power - not magic. When an octopus needs to 
escape danger in a hurry, it pumps water into an opening in its mantle, or body covering. Then it 
squirts the water back out with powerful force, pushing the octopus rapidly backward.  For extra 
protection, the octopus can squirt out a jet of dark fluid from its ink sac. The cloud of inky stuff 
confuses the predator and may also numb its sense of smell. Meanwhile the octopus makes a 
clean getaway. 
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The puss moth caterpillar’s odd pose helps it scare away enemies that want to munch it for lunch. 
For starters,  two long skinny pink things pop up out of the caterpillar’s forked tail. The insect also 
raises its front end, showing off fake eyes and a big brown “clown nose.” This makes the 
caterpillar seem even bigger than it really is. If that isn’t scary enough, the caterpillar can shoot 
burning acid from its mouth. Talk about a super spit! What’s up with all this scary stuff? Well, 
caterpillars move mostly at a snail’s pace, which makes them “easy pickin’s” for enemies. Once 
they turn into butterflies or moths, at least they can try flying away to safety. But for now, they 
need some special tricks to survive.

Really Weird Caterpillars by Cynthia Van Clef

Stick insects eat only plants- and they do some plant impressions that are simply amazing. 
Actually, their looks have nothing to do with what they eat- and everything to do with not getting 
eaten. Why pretend to be a plant? Survival. Birds, bats, lizards, monkeys, and other animals all 
go after tasty stick insects. So, the best way not to be eaten is not to be seen at all.  By day, stick 
insects stay perfectly still, looking just like twigs or parts of leaves. When the wind blows, they 
sway as gracefully as the plants around them. At night, under cover of darkness, they come out to 
eat the plants they pretend to be. But what if their disguise fails to fool a hungry predator? Time to 
break out a backup plan. 
1. Play dead. Lying “dead” on the ground, a stick insect is nearly impossible to spot. 
2. Squirt icky stuff. A smelly, stinging liquid is a good defense - especially if the painful stuff hits a 

predator in the eyes. 
3. Flash those wings. Stick insects with wings usually keep them folded up. The insects can give 

a predator a sudden scare by bursting the wings wide open. 
4. Curl that tail. Stick insects can’t sting, but some can curl their bodies around to look like a 

scorpion’s stinging tail. This can startle predators into dropping them fast. 

Tricky Sticks by Kate Hofmann
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A squishy octopus makes an easy meal for creatures such as seals, sharks, dolphins, and moray 
eels. So if you happen to be an octopus it pays to stay out of view. Hiding in a hole may be the 
best defense. But an octopus can hide in plain sight, too. In the blink of an eye, it can change 
color to match its surroundings. How? By muscle power - not magic. When an octopus needs to 
escape danger in a hurry, it pumps water into an opening in its mantle, or body covering. Then it 
squirts the water back out with powerful force, pushing the octopus rapidly backward.  For extra 
protection, the octopus can squirt out a jet of dark fluid from its ink sac. The cloud of inky stuff 
confuses the predator and may also numb its sense of smell. Meanwhile the octopus makes a 
clean getaway. 

Powers of 8 by Ellen Lambeth

The puss moth caterpillar’s odd pose helps it scare away enemies that want to munch it for lunch. 
For starters,  two long skinny pink things pop up out of the caterpillar’s forked tail. The insect also 
raises its front end, showing off fake eyes and a big brown “clown nose.” This makes the 
caterpillar seem even bigger than it really is. If that isn’t scary enough, the caterpillar can shoot 
burning acid from its mouth. Talk about a super spit! What’s up with all this scary stuff? Well, 
caterpillars move mostly at a snail’s pace, which makes them “easy pickin’s” for enemies. Once 
they turn into butterflies or moths, at least they can try flying away to safety. But for now, they 
need some special tricks to survive.

Really Weird Caterpillars by Cynthia Van Clef

Stick insects eat only plants- and they do some plant impressions that are simply amazing. 
Actually, their looks have nothing to do with what they eat- and everything to do with not getting 
eaten. Why pretend to be a plant? Survival. Birds, bats, lizards, monkeys, and other animals all 
go after tasty stick insects. So, the best way not to be eaten is not to be seen at all.  By day, stick 
insects stay perfectly still, looking just like twigs or parts of leaves. When the wind blows, they 
sway as gracefully as the plants around them. At night, under cover of darkness, they come out to 
eat the plants they pretend to be. But what if their disguise fails to fool a hungry predator? Time to 
break out a backup plan. 
1. Play dead. Lying “dead” on the ground, a stick insect is nearly impossible to spot. 
2. Squirt icky stuff. A smelly, stinging liquid is a good defense - especially if the painful stuff hits a 

predator in the eyes. 
3. Flash those wings. Stick insects with wings usually keep them folded up. The insects can give 

a predator a sudden scare by bursting the wings wide open. 
4. Curl that tail. Stick insects can’t sting, but some can curl their bodies around to look like a 

scorpion’s stinging tail. This can startle predators into dropping them fast. 

Tricky Sticks by Kate Hofmann
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1st Grade Model Response

Lakeside School has rules for two good reasons.

First, rules keep kids safe.

Rules also help kids learn.

Teachers don’t want kids to choke on 
Juicy Fruit, hit, or trip on shoe laces.

Keep your hands !
to yourself.

Whisper.

Do YOUR best.

Keep your shoes 
tied.

Do NOT speak 
when the teacher 
is speaking.

Kids have to listen so they can hear the teacher 
say that two is even and three is odd.

Clearly, Lakeside School’s rules are very important.

ANIMAL DEFENSES
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A squishy octopus makes an easy meal for creatures such as seals, sharks, dolphins, and moray 
eels. So if you happen to be an octopus it pays to stay out of view. Hiding in a hole may be the 
best defense. But an octopus can hide in plain sight, too. In the blink of an eye, it can change 
color to match its surroundings. How? By muscle power - not magic. When an octopus needs to 
escape danger in a hurry, it pumps water into an opening in its mantle, or body covering. Then it 
squirts the water back out with powerful force, pushing the octopus rapidly backward.  For extra 
protection, the octopus can squirt out a jet of dark fluid from its ink sac. The cloud of inky stuff 
confuses the predator and may also numb its sense of smell. Meanwhile the octopus makes a 
clean getaway. 
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The puss moth caterpillar’s odd pose helps it scare away enemies that want to munch it for lunch. 
For starters,  two long skinny pink things pop up out of the caterpillar’s forked tail. The insect also 
raises its front end, showing off fake eyes and a big brown “clown nose.” This makes the 
caterpillar seem even bigger than it really is. If that isn’t scary enough, the caterpillar can shoot 
burning acid from its mouth. Talk about a super spit! What’s up with all this scary stuff? Well, 
caterpillars move mostly at a snail’s pace, which makes them “easy pickin’s” for enemies. Once 
they turn into butterflies or moths, at least they can try flying away to safety. But for now, they 
need some special tricks to survive.

Really Weird Caterpillars by Cynthia Van Clef

Stick insects eat only plants- and they do some plant impressions that are simply amazing. 
Actually, their looks have nothing to do with what they eat- and everything to do with not getting 
eaten. Why pretend to be a plant? Survival. Birds, bats, lizards, monkeys, and other animals all 
go after tasty stick insects. So, the best way not to be eaten is not to be seen at all.  By day, stick 
insects stay perfectly still, looking just like twigs or parts of leaves. When the wind blows, they 
sway as gracefully as the plants around them. At night, under cover of darkness, they come out to 
eat the plants they pretend to be. But what if their disguise fails to fool a hungry predator? Time to 
break out a backup plan. 
1. Play dead. Lying “dead” on the ground, a stick insect is nearly impossible to spot. 
2. Squirt icky stuff. A smelly, stinging liquid is a good defense - especially if the painful stuff hits a 

predator in the eyes. 
3. Flash those wings. Stick insects with wings usually keep them folded up. The insects can give 

a predator a sudden scare by bursting the wings wide open. 
4. Curl that tail. Stick insects can’t sting, but some can curl their bodies around to look like a 

scorpion’s stinging tail. This can startle predators into dropping them fast. 

Tricky Sticks by Kate Hofmann

 Lakeside School has rules for two good 
reasons. 

 First, rules keep kids safe. Coach Pope 
doesn't want kids to choke on Juicy Fruit, and 
Mrs. Carlson doesn’t want kids to trip on shoe 
laces. 

 Rules also help kids learn.  When kids 
whisper in the library, readers can focus.  Kids 
have to listen in class so they can hear the 
teacher say that two is even and three is odd. 

 Clearly, Lakeside’s school’s rules are very 
important. 


